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It’s Registration Time Again
Enclosed is our latest effort to bring all you wonderful people together
in the (hopefully) Sunny South. The details are worked out and the puzzle
pieces are in place. As you read through the agenda for our four days, note
that you will have a lot of free time between morning/lunch action and the evening programs. Our location at The Inn at Ellis Square is great as you can
walk to many places of interest and plenty of eateries.
Please read through the form on both sides and when ready to mail
back to us (note address at top left), make yourself a copy. To clarify some of
the jargon: in the top box on the Description Page, we mention the doubledouble room-that is two double beds for $89 and the King is a two-room suite
for $109.
One of the new additions to the activities on the second day is a lunch
at Paula Deen’s restaurant Lady and Sons. We originally thought we would
go there for dinner on Sunday, but they close at 3pm. After thinking about
Monday, I tried again and found we could have a private Room up to 100 and
do our thing separately from “the tourists downstairs.” We have requested
that SHE drop in and say Hi, Y’all!. We’ll see what happens!
The Savannah Visitor’s Office has been keeping in touch and will
provide us with booklets, maps, and flyers for their city. We have tried to provide a sampling of this historic and lovely area’s attractions and hope you will
take advantage of the tours we have planned. If there is anything special that
is not part of the official itinerary, let us know and we will see what we can do
to assist you.
The Visitor’s Center off Martin Luther King Blvd. has the Savannah
History Museum, a gift shop, and is next to the Roundhouse Railroad Museum
and Battlefield Park. This is where you will be let off after the 90 minute trolley
tour so take advantage of that stop-its well worth the look!
Savannah was established in 1733 by founder James Oglethorpe.
Several historic homes may be visited near the trolley stops, as well as the
many original park-like squares of this town. The 1819 Scarbrough House is
now the Ships of the Sea Maritime Museum and not far from the hotel. If you
ladies were ever in Girl Scouts, this is the hometown of Juliette Gordon Low.
Others include the Davenport House, Telfair’s Owen-Thomas House and the
Sorrel –Weed House.
In the last issue, I ran lots of pictures from the flyers on hand to give
you a peek at the places we plan to go. There also was an article on the front
page telling the agenda in case you want to recap —get psyched up gang, we
are heading to Magnolia Country and a fabulous place to visit. See you at the
Registration table………………………………………..Natalie
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I feel it’s time for those of you who haven’t
been
attending
recently to make plans to do so this
Hello one and all! Hope you all escaped the
year.
This
year
I passed my 75th birthday and Lou
evil turkey nap monster and are well on the way to
Chapman and I are among the younger members.
having all your Christmas shopping completed. At
Point is, Lou and I don’t want to miss seeing you
least I assume you have suitable excuses at hand
once again before you go to “The Home.” and I
for not getting the new ”sparkly” jewelry ordered.
don’t want to be morbid but there is the other alterSpeaking of presents, you might want to
native.
look seriously at the invitation from our Historian,
Have a great Christmas or whatever holiday
John Bessette, to cruise to Bermuda with him and
is
appropriate
for you and yours and may the ComCarol. Natalie and I have made two of these short
ing New Year be a super one for you.
jaunts on Carnival: one with her Sarasota High
school class and the other with my Pilot Training
Class. Both were very enjoyable and they cured my
big ship phobia.!! I think that Natalie is going to get
the Bermuda Cruise for me for Christmas…...

President’s Corner by Nate Hill

Winter has settled into Ohio. I have my
snow thrower being serviced and the lawn mower is
settled in for a long winter’s nap. That means that
our next reunion can’t be too far off. As usual,
Natalie has a full array of neat things for us to do.
The Paula Deen that she mentions is the TV cooking star and you don’t want to miss that attraction!

Vice President’s Corner by Lou Chapman

welfare before their own agenda. We now have two
years to see if the economy improves, our nations values
This past month we have had the opportunity to upheld, and our countries place as a world leader is
maintained. A quote credited to Thomas Jefferson states
celebrate that uniquely American holiday known as
Thanksgiving Day. This is the time when we gather to- that "An informed citizenry is the bulwark of a democracy". Always stay informed.
gether with family and friends to share a meal and remember all that we are thankful for. And for those who
November 11th was Veteran’s Day, established
are serving in the various military branches at home
into
law
by President Dwight D. Eisenhower in 1954, as
and around the world, we are especially thankful, bea
day
to
recognize
all veterans who had served in the
cause without their sacrifice we would not enjoy the
US
Military.
There
were numerous references to all of
freedoms so many in this country take for granted. So
us
in
the
media
and
recognition nationally and locally. I
please keep them in your thoughts and prayers each
hope
you
were
able
to
take part in some of the activities
and every day.
that day and be acknowledged for your time and sacriAnother thing we can be thankful for, is that we fice.
recently had the chance to voice our opinion concerning
This months holidays will include Christmas,
our countries direction, by way of the voting booth. ReHanukkah,
Kwanzaa and New Years. Whichever, and
gardless of your political affiliation, I hope each and eryhowever
you
choose to celebrate, we wish you the best
one of you took the time to exercise your right and obliand
hope
you
will remember the reason and history for
gation to vote for the candidate of your choice. Someeach.
We
are
fortunate
that we have these choices and
times, we may feel that our votes don't mean a lot, but
live
in
a
country
that
allows
people of various faiths and
the right to vote is one of the things that all who have
beliefs
to
practice
them.
And
an additional bit of inforserved this great country fought for and sometimes died
mation
is,
December
27th
is
an
unofficial "National
to ensure. Therefore, it should never be taken lightly.
Fruitcake
Day".
If
you
receive
one,
feel free to gift it to
Always taking the time to learn about the candidates
someone
else.
They
last
forever.
Enjoy
your favorite
positions and the issues being thrust upon us may save
holiday.
a lot of disappointment later.
One last item is the reunion in Savannah.
Based on the voting results, it appears that
Make
your
plans to attend if you are able, get your resthere has been some dissatisfaction with politicians who
ervation
forms
filled out and mailed in as soon as possihave fallen short of putting the nations priorities and
ble, and I hope to see everyone there.
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Letters Received from New Members

Membership Report by Lou Chapman
New Life Members
Kenneth M. Colburn, Seymour TN-420
New Members
Willy Nordwind, Albany NY-421

NOTICE : Check out our own special website and
see if you can find yourself. www.tactankers.com .

BTW, you had to attend to get your picture put up.
Click on Reunion Archives and then click on “Also
Visit - Mini Reunion.

Willy Nordwind, Albany NY (August 2010)
Left active duty to enroll at Boston Univ. Law School in
‘57 and received my LLB in June 1960. Started practice in Mass.
and in evenings, pursued and LLM in Taxation done in June 63.
Headed to Washington DC and joined the Tax Division of US
Justice Dept.
Moved to NYC in ‘68 joining a Wall street firm until June
‘72 when the family moved to Kalamazoo, MI . Became a partner in firm of Howard & Howard and in ‘89 partner in anther firmsame town. Retired in Sept. 1999 to Scottsdale AZ and currently in Albany NY. Have 3 grown children, a music teacher, an
attorney and a professional musician. Looking forward to connecting to members I knew in the service (421).

SHIP: Carnival Pride, of Carnival Lines.
www.carnival.com

A CRUISE TO BERMUDA

Were you TDY or PCS to Bermuda in your tanker days?
BOOKING: Six cabins in the “Balcony” class have alDid you like the place? Would you like to go back, evenready been taken by Bessettes & friends, but there are
for a few days? Show the islands off to your
numerous cabins available in all classes as of late Nospouse/kids/significant other? Here is your chance.
vember. For the best deals, contact the Bessette’s faTAC Tanker member & historian John Bessette and wife vorite travel agent, Don Foltz of International Journeys,
Carol are putting together a package for a cruise by ship 5101 Backlick Road, Annandale VA 20003-6005. Go
through him. His regular phone is 703-354-2943, and
back to Bermuda. It’s his 75th birthday coming up, and
his toll-free number is 1-800-203-0951. Or go email:
Carol wants to make it a big deal. So they are inviting
donf.intljourneys@verizon.net . He’ll do his “darndest” to
TAC tanker veterans & relatives/friends to come along
get the best available rate. If you’re interested but aren’t
and see the “enchanted isles,” the former home of
ready to call him, contact the Bessettes at jcbesKindley Air Force Base, the site of many an adventure
sette@aol.com to get a few more facts & thoughts.
and misadventure in our KB-50 days. Now, first of all,
understand one thing: THEY ARE TOO CHEAP TO PAY
While on ship or shore, you’re totally free to ignore Carol
FOR EVERYONE’S TRIP. YOU”LL HAVE TO COUGH
& John, or hang with them. Whatever! No obligation at
UP THE BUCKS YOURSELF!
all to be nice! But look out: he may try to get you talking
about our tanker history, so be aware. Also note: Carol
DATES: 6 to 13 November 2011. Note that is NEXT
year. The temperatures will be nice and moderate, and & John have also invited various friends & relatives having no connection to the tanker business, so it ain’t just
the tourist numbers will be down. Also, it is after hurrius KB types along for this ride!
cane season, an important point!
DEPART AND RETURN: Baltimore, MD, Harbor, chosen
because the airline fares to Baltimore are quite reasonable
for these days.

ITINERARY: Next day at sea; two-plus days at King’s
Wharf, Bermuda; two days at sea on return.

NOTE: This is NOT an official TAC tanker reunion. The reunions next May in Savannah and in May 2012 in Seattle remain
the “go-to” events. The Association takes no blame or credit
for this cruise. We just think it’s a great opportunity to revisit a
fine TDY spot from our history, revive old memories, see
what’s happened there since, hang with old friends and comrades, and make some new ones.
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The Board Chairman’s Corner
By Bill Wolford
We've had some pretty (interesting) Decembers in
our history. Both our son, Bill with a brain tumor he was
born with and our daughter, Angela shortly after college
graduation being diagnosed with Leukemia kept us in hospitals for a few Decembers.
One in particular occurred one Christmas when
Angie's condition finally, after three months of hospital administered chemo, lost the extremely high fever that was
taking her. Being Italian, Shirley's Grandmother and
Mother got permission to bring a complete Italian Christmas dinner to the hospital for the staff and anyone on the
Cancer floor who could have it. I'm talking antipasto,
chicken soup with the miniature chicken meatballs, lasagna
AND A FULL TURKEY DINNER WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS.
Well that was years ago and both kids are grandparents now. We do have so much to be thankful for. Fran
is pretty busy with her family outreach work, especially
now with many of the people who have been deployed from
Vermont returning from a year in Afghanistan.
By the grace of God Shirley and I are doing well
and pray the same for you all. Have a wonderful holiday
season. Merry Christmas and Happy Hanukah. The Lord
bless you and keep you; The Lord make His face to shine
on you and be gracious to you; The Lord lift up His countenance upon you and give you peace.
Numbers 6:24-26.

The following poem came from a Pilot
Training Classmate of Nate who flew the
C-133.
———

I Flew ——

When the last checklist is run and the
bag drag is over
I will reminisce of the days I once knew,
I will not remember the 3 AM alerts
But only that I flew!
I will not remember the crew rest in tents
Nor recall how cold Arctic winds blew,
And I’ll try not to remember the times I
got sick.
But only that I flew!
I will never forget when nature became
angry
And challenged my intrepid crew
And I’ll always remember the fear I felt
And the pride in knowing I flew!
I will remember the sights my mortal
eyes have seen

Bits and Obits
In Lou Chapman’s quest for prospective members, he often learns of the passing of those who were
in the KB-50 business.
Lou talked to Patricia Farha about the passing
of her husband and Life Member, Jimmie (421). In addition to being the Squadron Finance Officer, her was
the Base Commissary Officer and a KB-50 Navigator.
They were stationed at Yokota from early 1959 until
1962. He was born 2-12-32 and passed away June 21,
2010 at the Travis O Club.
We received word from Virginia Hazelwood of
Lewiston, Idaho, that her Gil had died on Labor Day
this year, September 6, 2010. They had attended several of our reunions.
One of our special ladies, Yoshi
Cossi, wife of Life Member Tom Cossi of
Poway, CA, died on October 22, 2010.
They were married in Japan December
1962, while he was with the 421st.
Yoshi and Tom joined us in Albuquerque, but couldn’t stay the entire time
due to her health. She will be missed!

Colored by multitudes of hues,
Those beautiful lights on cold winter
nights
Seen only by those who flew.
God was extremely good to me
And let me touch His face,
He saw my crew through war and peace
And blessed us with His grace.
So when I stand at Saint Peter’s Gate
And tell him that I’m new
I know he’ll smile and welcome me,
Because he knows
I FLEW!
By Brad Baker
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Historian’s Corner

By John Bessette

By

The Saga of Fox Able 129

“We deployed in two waves of eight F-100’s and one
flight of four. There was to be, for the first time, an
airborne command post out over the Atlantic, a C-135
with a bunch of colonels on board to give us “help” on
the way. Its call sign was “Talking Bird.”

The following is a narrative, submitted from the Internet by TTA member Curly Wright, describing a dramatic save over the Atlantic Ocean in February 1962.
The narrative is from an ex- F-100 pilot named “Norm”
in the same unit and formation as the “savee,” and has
been edited somewhat. After the narrative, I’ll let on
who the “savers” were and how they were rewarded.

“We had a steak and egg breakfast in the middle of the
night and prepared for our 0200 takeoff. The idea was
to take off in the middle of the night so that we could
land in daylight. We were given a wooden tongue depressor with three cardboard medicine holders taped
on it. It contained “Go Pills,” “Stop Pills” and APC’s.
You taped the tongue depressor to the canopy inside
“I returned from my first operational assignment in
where we could get at it in flight. The go pill was
Europe in late 1961. I had spent three years in the
green and the stop pill was red, to be taken after re48th TFW pulling Victor alert in Germany and Engturning (in the case of an abort) to allow us to go back
land, going down to Wheelus to bomb and generally
into crew rest. The stop pill was Nembutal and the go
having a good but demanding time, working 6-7 days a pills were dexatrim. We were also given a bag with
week. I hoped that my next assignment to Cannon
bite sized sandwiches, an apple, and a carton of milk as
AFB, New Mexico, would be less time intensive. It
I recall. We had water, of course.
turned out to be different but just as demanding in a
“After I had strapped in, the Cannon Wing Comdifferent way.
mander, who had come out to Myrtle to observe, came
“I had never done an in-flight refueling. Our aircraft
up my ladder and asked if I was all right. My stomach
didn’t even have probes as I recall. When I arrived at was churning but I told him I was ok. He did that with
Cannon, about five of the eight F-100 squadrons were
all of the newbie lieutenants.
deployed. I was assigned to the 522nd TFS and told in
“I was number four on the wing of Ron Bond, a jourNovember that we would be going to Incirlik, Turkey,
in February, 1962 for three months to pull nuke alert. neyman fighter pilot in the eight F-100 wave led by our
squadron commander, Major John Voll, who had been
I was not a happy camper but resigned myself to it.
the top ace in WW II in the Mediterranean Theater.
“We were a put-together squadron with older heads
He was not a warm personality but a pretty good comfrom other squadrons assigned and a number of new
mander. He was in an F-100F with our navigation offiguys like me. We had to become combat ready by TAC cer, Ernie Desoto I think.
standards, and that included in-flight refueling on the
KB-50. That was an eye opener for me, but I managed “We took off in formation and it was pitch-black. My
heart was going pitty-pat. Some of you may remember
to get qualified. There was no target certification yet
that one end of the Myrtle Beach runway (the deparso we didn’t have to do that.
ture end in our case) ended next to the beach, so once
“When the time came in February, we were briefed on the wheels were up, it was pitch black with no referthe deployment, given pre-made flight plans, and
ences below you at night.
jumped off to Myrtle Beach AFB, South Carolina,
where we spent an evening in the club creating a hang- “At that point it was just a matter of flying night close
formation. Pretty soon it started to get light with that
over for the deployment, leaving the next day early in
twilight I always hated, where your eyes were not adthe morning.
justed, and we climbed up to around 32 thousand and
“At the Myrtle deployment briefing we were briefed on were spread out into route formation.
the Atlantic crossing from Myrtle Beach to Moron,
“We descended to 19,000 feet and rendezvoused with
Spain. There were only two enroute divert bases,
the KB-50’s early for some reason. The flight was
Kindley AFB in Bermuda and Lajes in the Azores.
planned with only two refuelings as had been the case
“We were told that we would be the first squadron to
with those carrying 450’s before. The result of that
deploy with the new refuelable 335 gallon drop tanks
was that we stayed hooked up for an hour and fifteen
instead of 450’s, and that this would be the first deminutes. I was so happy to be taking fuel and staying
ployment in which the entire squadron, aircraft and
full that I didn’t mind. Later deployments used three
personnel, enlisted and officers, would be airborne and refuelings, I have been told.
underway at the same time. It was named “FOX
ABLE 129.” We were told it meant “Fighters Atlantic” “After drop off, we climbed back up to 32,000 feet and
the flight became routine.
(Continued on Pg.7)
and that we were the 129th fighter deployment.
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Book Review

By Jim “Pappy” Boyington

My second
I’m in recovery from the “Day After Turkey Day”
recommendation
is
coma and have been reflecting on the many blessings of
D-Day,
written
by
the past year. Having traveled through airports recently
Antony Beevor, pub, I’m fully aware of the perceived threat.
lished by Penguin
Our troops have delivered yet another year with Books has been recout a successful attack on our shores. Even Little Old
ognized by American
Spokane has one of the super stripper imaging maHeritage as one of
chines. I told the TSA guy that I used to appear in Porno the top 25 history
Flicks and had been paid big money for the privilege of
books of the year.
gazing upon my naked form. I requested four 8 x 10
D-Day has always
glossies. He was not amused.
held a special interest for me because
Having recently read two fine books on the hor- one my dad’s younger
rors of war, my appreciation for the “service” the service
brothers was a memmen and women perform was put into focus, with more
ber of the 5th
clarity than any imaging machine could produce.
Ranger Battalion.
To Hell and Back, written by Audie Murphy
describes war as only one who has been totally immersed in it for a long period of time could possibly relate, with total authenticity. This is the ultimate “I was
there” story. The loss of close friends, the miserable conditions, the struggle to maintain your sanity are all
there.
Born the seventh of twelve children to dirt poor
Texas sharecroppers, abandoned by his father, then orphaned before 17, he was old well beyond his years before trying to enlist in the military. Originally he was
rejected by the Marines as too skinny, and baby faced to
boot . He joined the Army and grew a lot older over the
course of the next few months while taking back Sicily
then going on Anzio, a true slugfest. His acts of heroism
resulted in battle field promotions and thrust him into
ultimate leadership role, combat infantry soldier engaged daily in a battle for survival.

This well researched history includes operational
details and first hand accounts gleaned from the men
who were on the scene, manning the boats, and guns
(both ours and theirs). It covers the invasion of Normandy by British, American, French, Polish and Canadian forces. It gives an hour by hour blow by blow account of the simultaneous activities of the lead units.
One anecdote: a tank assault had been held up
by concealed anti-tank guns, some infantry out front and
under fire noticed a senior officer inspecting their positions. A GI cautioned him to get down and take cover.
“Mind your own Goddam business soldier” was the reply.
It was George Patton having a look to see how best next
to proceed.

Author of five best selling nonfiction books,
Beevor has researched original accounts and interviews
The book, a best seller and basis of the 1955
conducted by combat historians shortly after the action.
movie in which Murphy portrayed himself are considered The next best thing to being there.
by many the most authentic depictions of war, as it truly
If you are a history junkie like me, this is your
is, hell on earth.
cup of tea, offered up by a guy who lives in England. Getting reacquainted with the ”service” the service man on
the pointy end of the spear performs every day made my
gratitude and thankfulness expand exponentially. It recharged my batteries to remember the heroism displayed
by the young men who can be relied on to deliver victory
no matter what the odds. It reminds us to sincerely
thank the service men and women we encounter in our
travels.
Hope to see you all in Savannah come May. I
have two graduations, both “must go.” Grand daughter
Beth is graduating at UT, Austin on the 19th and grand
son Sean becomes a 2nd Lt at the AFA the next week.
So, pull up your socks and make your reservations.
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Historian– (Cont. from Pg.5)I ate some of my sandwich and took a piss, then relaxed. I took off my mask,
braced my 35 mm camera on top of the instrument
panel and took a self portrait at what I thought was
around the half way point of the ultimately 8 hour
flight. I still have the picture.
“We got radio contact with the ocean station vessel in
the middle but were soon out of range. Then, when we
were still several hours out of Europe, Major Voll
made a call for Number 8 (my good friend, Jim Cartwright) to get back into formation, that he was falling
behind. Jim replied that he had full power in but
could not keep up. This was alarming because I was
cruising comfortably at a reduced power setting and
having no problems.
“Voll asked Jim what his fuel was and he was about
five thousand pounds below my reading. I don’t remember the exact number, but it was clear he could
not make land anywhere. Voll told him to punch his
tanks and climb to 39,000 and he did it.

“Finally I heard Jim call to the tanker, “I have you in
sight, start a right turn and start descending.” The
tanker replied, “Roger.”
“Jim made one more call before we changed to our refueling channel. He said, “I am indicating empty. I
don’t think I’m going to make it. Sorry, Major.” Voll
said, “Don’t sweat the small stuff.”
“We found our tankers and joined up. There were two
fighters to a tanker so everyone could take fuel at the
same time. I was hooked up, taking fuel, when we got
a call from the tanker that our Number 8 man was
hooked up and taking fuel. It felt great.
“Then another drama began. Jim came up to our
channel and said. “Sir, Talking Bird contacted me and
told me to land at Lajes.” Voll told him, “Negative, go
on to Moron.” Jim had plenty of fuel to do that in a
clean bird. Cartwright came up on frequency again
shortly after that and said, “Sir, they ORDERED me to
land at Lajes.”

“I left out the most important part. Voll sent Andy
Olman, the number seven man, back to check out
Cartwright's aircraft. Olman called back that Jim was
venting fuel out of the tailpipe. Jim had taken a piss
and in the process had hit the throttle and moved it
outboard with his knee, into the afterburner range.
The eyelids had been cold soaking at altitude for about
four hours and they did not open. The burner did not
light either, but the massive fuel flow started anyway
and he was venting fuel overboard. Jim brought the
throttle back inboard and the venting stopped, but by
that time he could not make land anywhere.

“Voll, replied, “Negative. If you land at Lajes, I will
send someone else to fly your airplane and you will
ride in a C-130 the rest of the way.” Jim changed
channels then. We flew on, making landfall and then
landing at Moron, Spain. We were on the ramp drinking a beer when we saw a single, clean F-100 enter the
pattern, pitch out and land. It was Jim Cartwright.

“I learned later that when advised of the situation, the
lead tanker pushed his power up and went well over
his redline, flying out toward us. He had some sort of
airborne radar and eventually painted Cartwright. I
remember the mileages. At 150 miles out, Jim had
less than 500 pounds of fuel on his gauges. It seemed
to be an impossible problem.

Fox Able 129 – General Sweeney’s Tale

“We got the rest of the story later that night at the
club. The last time Talking Bird ordered Jim to land
at Lajes, he told them to authenticate. Some of you
will remember we used to carry KAA-29 authenticators all the time. There was a sheet that changed
“It contributed to the late detection of the problem that every six hours or so, and you had a little metal device
we were all making contrails but Jim's contrail started with three little windows in it. You could ask for an
at the end of the tailpipe instead of 50 feet behind the authentication by saying something like,
“Authenticate November Tango.” You lined up the
airplane. Being Number 8, he was "tail end Charlie"
first window on the correct line with NT and then read
and no one noticed.
letters out of the other two windows. Jim did this and
“Voll began to try to contact Talking Bird but could not the colonel on Talking Bird screwed it up. Jim said,
“That is not correct,” and changed channels.
get a reply. We were supposed to have Duckbutts[orbiting rescue aircraft] available too but could
not call them either. It was a hairy situation. We flew “The brass on Talking Bird was pissed but there was
no formal repercussion from the event. We went on to
along for about another hour before Voll was able to
contact someone. That was the lead KB-50 tanker out Wheelus the next day and then to Incirlik the day afof Lajes, airborne with a flight of tankers for our refu- ter for a four and one-half month deployment. Life
was great back then.”
eling.

To remember this extraordinary save, TAC commander General Walter C. Sweeney, Jr., issued a Letter of Commendation on 19 April 1962. Here, in part,
is what it says:
“…Before tanker contact could be made the F100 became so low on fuel that (Continued on Pg8)
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Historian (Cont. from Pg.7) the pilot reduced throttle
and began a glide descent. When visual contact was
made with the tanker, ELSIE 83, it became necessary
for the tanker to reverse his turn and dive in order to
afford a last chance hookup. Hookup and initial fuel
transfer were accomplished in a right descending
turn…I wish to commend the commander of the tanker
formation, Major Ward A. Thompson…and his crew. I
also wish to commend the commander of the aircraft
ELSIE 83, Captain Edward J. Petroski, and his crew.
The prompt, efficient and skilled manner in which the
emergency was recognized, analyzed, and handled, undoubtedly resulted in the saving of an aircraft and the
probable saving of the pilot.”
Fox Able 129 – The Tankers’ Tale Those of you who
have long memories and/or keep old copies of our superb quarterly newsletter will recall that in the March
2005 issue we told the tanker side – “The Rest of the
Story.” Here it is, rewritten and expanded, because
since that article I have received other comments:
On 13 October 1962, on the Langley AFB, Virginia,
flight line, Capt Edward J (Pete) Petroski of the 427th
AREFS received the Air Medal for saving the life of an
F-100 pilot and the aircraft itself during a harrowing
air refueling out of Lajes on 5 February that year. The
rest of the crew received the Air Force Commendation
Medal. After the 2005 Tanker Tales article Col (Ret)
Robert Harris (former 427th commander) and Ed Call

(former 427th navigator) contacted me with more details. Also, in 2008, I had a very valuable telephone
conversation with John Fox, who was Petroski’s copilot
that day.
John recalled that, as the KB-50 flight proceeded to the
planned rendezvous, the F-100 flight leader contacted
the KB-50 flight leader and said he had one of his aircraft in a severe fuel-low condition – could he accelerate
the tanker arrival? John recalls that the tanker leader
directed Petroski to accelerate westward and attempt
rendezvous. They went to full power on all recips and
both jets and made radio contact with the pilot, who
was “high above us.” Al Boquist acquired the F-100 on
his rendezvous radar and told Petroski to turn right in
a 180-degree turn at just the right distance so that the
F-100, on idle fuel and in a descent, could make just one
attempt at a hookup. The refueling operators had deployed the reels and the KB-50 was in a toboggan. Fox
had seen the F-100 approaching and was still (in 2008)
highly impressed that the F-100 made contact. The
fighter jock got his fuel…
The Langley Flyer base newspaper when reporting the
medal award ceremony on 13 October 1962, noted that
the “savee” (whom the Flyer named as Capt Joe Carter)
was present, to thank the crew personally. All very
appropriate. His “alternate” on 5 February had been
the North Atlantic, NOT a suitable divert location, that
time of year or any time… FINI
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